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Workshop was very nice in terms of topics & assistants. Fodd should
be more scope to improve for National Workshop as all state
participants are participated. Nice service was excepted in terms of
Hospitality.
It would be better if more hands on practice time available for the
softwares bibexcel and POP. Practicals for Dspace and K oha was
excellent.
Food was not upto the standard. Its needs to be improved. Quality of
workshop kit was also not upto the standard.
If possible then please arrange its sequel in next year. We have a
new University ie (Bankura University, Bankura, W.B.). So we eagerly
need your support to use open source software. There are a lot of
public, town, school, college libraries not having any software,
please make a community to use OSS softwares.
Please conduct such type 'National Workshop in near future , hope.
Coverage of the workshop was so vast and hence some time it was
not clear. Because of short of time. For advance level training one or
two s/w should be covered.More time wasted because of extra
lectures, which may have been allotted to hands on practice of Koha
and Dspace.Number of participants were to large, which slowered
down the speed of hands on and may things left.
This type of workshop is very much fruitful to all kind of LIS
professionals for the betterment of both the LIS service and career
development. Thank you very much to the OSSLM organizing group.
Classroom is good, but there should be 2 or 3 more displays. Because
for this I have faced problems.
Special mention to Dr. Sutradhar and to all the Professional Trainees.
Mannual is very helpful. Please arrange all workshop presentations
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(i.e. PPT's) to all the participants.
Hands on training labs must be increase. Atleast one professional in
one row.
If some more sitting arrangements could have in the dinning srea, it
could have been better. It was difficult to hold a plate (which was
becoming bit heavy) and enjoying the buffe.
The workshop is really good and useful for any library. My suggestion
is that the handson training must be exeed for one day more. At
least I expect you must held me when I install the software in my
precent organisation.
Other things been okay, transportation should be a bit move
organised. All in all it was awesome.
Dear organiser, Please set up practice session also for in‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Dr. Sutradhar Sir and Dr. Sameer Jalal will both be a role model for
another two decades in LIS field. There services may be very helpful
for implementation of OSSLM. This type of workshop may be
organised every year in June for two weeks duration.
Time is very sort, according to workshop content(Next time KOHA‐6
days, Dspace‐ 3 days)
Initiative of such a workshop would be very much helpful for the
professional who want to "go mile before sleep". I congratulate the
team who take much effort to organise such fruifleep programe
could hope the tradition will be carried formed to help their
professionall.
An innovature ideas creature and capable team to taken forward the
‐‐‐ are expeect more from the team. Please do start some ‐‐‐‐ on
library science.
All the themes and topics were of great importance, but the only
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feedback I could give is that there was shortage of time. All the OSS
was done in a very fast pace. The Workshop would have tremendous
inmpact if only 2‐3 OSS was selected for the workshop. That way we
all would have learnt in depth. Hope that everyone will agree to it.
Looking forward to training and workshops in near future.
Excellent
Arrange this type of workshop in future.
Thanks for organizing such types of workshop. It is really helpful for
the person related to library profession with knowledge of IT.
Though the concept of the workshop is excellent but I felt it was
time shortage to finish all the topics as per the schedule. The main
software of Library Automation "KOHA" module practical practice is
incomplete.
In a short period of time we learned so many software. Mr. SB and
SRG sir is excellent. Food quality is good. Maximum presentation
were excellent and very usefull for us. Nehru musium is very
informarive and last but not the least B.Sutradhar sir hosting style is
excellent.
Excellent initiative taken in hand by Library, IIT‐KGP . I suggested to
organize same workshops at Regional level in various part of India.
Sir, enjoy the fivedays workshop is nice. But infuture you arrange
only Koha and Dspace, I want to participate this workshop.
Please send the PPT files to our email ids.
Your IIT infrasture is very good. Campas is very ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Well organized workshop. It was great experience at IITKGP.
Lectures, talks & practical sessions were very well delivered &
demonstrated by knowledgeble faculty & professionals.
It was a wonderful workshop which will help me a lot in my
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profession. I learnt many things from this workshop. One thing is
that we will be more benefited if we get many more practical session
during the workshop rather than the theory session.
The workshop was one of the best and it is very good for young
library professional like me. And hope to join again in the near
future.
Need more time to learn more. In practice with self that time creat
some problem. So request for next time practice with own machine
with help you. I am not sure after return practical field to run all item
freely.
To conduct similar type of workshop specially practical related yearly
for the benefit of library professional.
This workshop is very very useful to me and Library Professionals. I
learn various software installations and operation. Overall this
workshop very very nice. Keep it up.
Not at all.
Such workshop will organise more to get benefit and knowledge in
profession.
While workshops was a learnable experience with such huge
experienced person to share their knowledge only a small feeling
come to mind, the time we can extend one more day.
Needs more hands on training on Dspace and Koha. Most of the
participants have no any idea regarding installation of Linux Ubantu
OS. But Linux Ubantu in psesequi site condition before installation of
Dspace and Koha software. Therefore I request you to include Linux
OS installation hands on training for the next time.
Excellent workshop
Over all pogramme was good.
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Dear Workshop Organizers, Its my personal view if in near future the
workshop should contain only two or three Softwares, not more
than that. Because time is very short and we have to cover all the
important features.
If hands practice time is much, that can be helpfull more for us.
Otherwise the whole experience of the workshop is very good.
This Workshop is very useful. But one use free accomodation
arrange.
The workshop organised by IIT very good. But in case of practical
class sometimes I have face technical problem. Otherwise it is OK. To
understand the whole matters it will take intensive practice.
Workshop was really informative. By attaing this workshop I came to
know about many new and creative thing. No doubt workshop was
excellent but still I would like to give suggestion that instead of
jumbling so many topics it will be better to give particular focus on
move time on one or two topics so that participant can learn more
clear and deeply on that topic.
OSSLM‐2016 is very useful workshop for library professional at the
resent time. Best wishes for this.
Over, the workshop is beneficial and fruitful. It would have been
much better if Dspace was thought in depth.
Thank you very much for the librarian, Dr. Sameer and all to given
me this opportunity to participate for the workshop. I was quite
uncompatable with foods. But never mind I enjoyed and had lots of
expereance with all Indian colleges. Thank you very much for every
things.
Food could be better as veg persons cannot eat the same things in
both night/lunch as it is national level participation. Workshop can
be more practical than theory/invite lectures. Drupal, Joomla are not
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covered. So choose any 3 OSS for one program. It will be helpful for
us to learn and implement without confusion of all things.
All total a good workshop of 6 days. Need more time in hands on
practice of softwares other then Koha and Dspace. I had benefited
by learning all this open source software which will help me in my
future to work in R & D librarians.
Practical work should be more in place of invited lecture.
Topics were more than time. The time management was good but
could have been better.
The food was really unhygenic and to be taken care further.
Professional trainees are really helpful in all manner and the library
staff are very much co‐operative, specially Mr.Hemanta Biswal and
Ms. Anupama Meher, Manoj, Sathi and others.
National workshop OSSLM‐2016 was very good. I learnt a lot of
things from this workshop.
Needs more hands on training. As the no of participants is very high
that’s why many topic remain uncovered. Organiser should avoid
lecture as it is workshop.
Increase hands on training session and practice session. There are
too many s/w and less time. So more time needed.
Excellent
National workshop on OSSLM was very good. I learnt a lot from this
workshop. We need to established a forum of LIS professional(the
participants) so that participant could communicate with each other
through the foram regarding the issues related to the
profession(LIS).
This Workshop enhance our knowledge & practically very
resourceful.
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Very good arrangment for‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ workshop.
I would like to suggest next time minimum software with maximum
time so that participant could catch all.
A Refresher course should be organised on this theme, that can help
the learners as well as the Academicians to know everything in a
better manner. One more suggestion is that number of ptactical
classes should be increased.
Today,s breakfast was not good. But we have enjoyed the workshop.
It is very good. Instructers and professors are too good. Thank you.
No dould it’s a proud privilage to attend the workshop.
Very good and comfort enviroment teaching and learning
processing, excellent computer lab. Good teacher, good friendly
enviroment learning and trank workshop.
It was a fantastic workshop, I have and next time I would like to learn
KOHA in detail.
Food and demo session for beginners should have been better. In
future we want more workshops of Dr. Sutradhar has been an
inspiration and guide to excel the professional carreer by this
workshop.
Due to tech constrins , We couldn't get required knowledge. Any way
, It was good.
OSSLM2016 Workshop is overall good. Dr. Sutradhar Sir energitically,
manage every thing very well. Lab Demo is fast moving the
installation. Because of schedule is tight. All the sessions of OSSLM
2016 appreciate & then congratulate with regards. You will be
provide free Accommodation during the workshop is very much
better.

